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Eventually, you will no question discover a additional experience and achievement by spending more cash. still when? attain you understand that you require to acquire those all needs similar to having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something
that will lead you to understand even more approximately the globe, experience, some places, when history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your completely own grow old to be active reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Animals Endangered Eyewitness below.
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DK EYEWITNESS BOOKS: ENDANGERED ANIMALS
DISCOVER WHY SOME OF THE WORLD'S CREATURES ARE DYING OUT—AND WHAT WE CAN DO TO PROTECT THEM
Penguin Eyewitness Endangered Animals takes a look at creatures around the world that are currently threatened with extinction, along with the ways that we can help them survive.

ENDANGERED ANIMALS
Dk Pub Looks at threatened wildlife and their ﬁght for survival and discusses what can be done to protect rare animals and their habitats.

ENDANGERED ANIMALS
Dorling Kindersley Ltd Bestselling reference for today's internet generation. Endangered Animals- now available in ebook(PDF) format. There are thousands of endangered animals across the world, and not only in far away climates, some are in our own backyard. Endangered Animals covers them all,
from snow leopards to golden toads, detailing why they are dying out and what we can do to save them. They'll discover more by browsing the dedicated Eyewitness website. Then use the giant pull-out wallchart to decorate their room. Great for projects or just for fun, make sure your child learns
everything they need to know about endangered animals.

ANIMAL
A spectacular and engaging non-ﬁction Eyewitness guide to the amazing animals that share our planet Which animal is the tallest? What's the diﬀerence between frogs and toads? Find out in Eyewitness Animal and become an animal expert. From creepy crawlies and bugs to the blue whale, discover all
about animal behaviour and evolution. Eyewitness reference books are now more interactive and colourful, with new infographics, statistics, facts and timelines, plus a giant pull-out wall chart, you'll be an expert on animals in no time. Great for projects or just for fun, learn everything you need to know
about animals with Eyewitness.

A WILD CHILD'S GUIDE TO ENDANGERED ANIMALS
Chronicle Books From New York Times bestselling author Millie Marotta comes this gorgeous celebration of the animal kingdom. A Wild Child's Guide to Endangered Animals highlights the plight of 43 endangered species from around the world, including rare and well-known animals living in freshwater,
oceans, forests, mountains, tundras, deserts, grasslands, and wetlands. Vivid illustrations bring caribous, axolotls, giraﬀes, agami herons, and many more to life on these rich and varied pages. Illuminating text relays the story of each species, from how they live and why they are endangered to what is
being done about it. Complete with a map detailing where each species can still be found, this visually rich, timely, informative book raises awareness in the most spectacular way.

ANIMALS ON THE EDGE
SCIENCE RACES TO SAVE SPECIES THREATENED WITH EXTINCTION
National Geographic Books Stresses the importance of saving endangered species and discusses how scientists are using the latest technology to survey animal populations, to track down and arrest those who prey on endangered wildlife, and to breed animals in captivity.

MAMMAL
Be an eyewitness to the lives of your remarkable relatives, the mammals - from hedgehogs and bats to elephants and bushbabies. See how newborn mice develop Discover why a wallaby has a pouch Find out how to recognise mammal footprints

101 FASCINATING FACTS ABOUT 10 ENDANGERED ANIMALS IN THE WORLD!
EDUCATIONAL ANIMALS BOOK FOR KIDS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform 101 Fascinating Facts About 10 Endangered Animals In The World is a great educational book for children from 8 years old and above. The book oﬀers over 100 fascinating facts about: Black Rhino Mountain Gorilla Leatherback Turtle Sumatran Elephant
Vaquita Porpoise Galapagos Penguin Red Panda Bengal Tiger Black-Footed Ferret African Wild Dog These animals are just a small portion of the actual number of endangered animals in wildlife. Our planet was designed to have a huge diversity in animal like to protect the balance of our natural planet
system as a whole. Therefore, it is very important for kids to learn about the important of preserving engdangered animals at young age.

ELEPHANT
Dk Pub Discusses elephants, their physiology, behavior, evolution, relatives, uses by humans, and conservation.

DK EYEWITNESS BOOKS: JUNGLE
DISCOVER LIFE IN THE TROPICAL RAINFOREST—FROM EXOTIC BIRDS TO MILLIONS OF SPECIES OF INSECTS
Penguin A roaring good guide to the secrets of the jungle! This spectacular and informative guide to some of the most extraordinary habitats on Earth contains superb colour photographs oﬀering a unique 'eyewitness' view of the remarkable and colourful plants and animals of the world's jungles. See
the beautiful but poisonous passionﬂower; the rare golden lion tamarin; a Heckel chew stick from Nigeria; the red howler monkey howling at dawn; a kangaroo climbing a tree. Learn about the indigenous peoples of the rainforest and discover what is being done to protect these valuable ecosystems.
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THE SONG OF THE DODO
ISLAND BIOGEOGRAPHY IN AN AGE OF EXTINCTIONS
Random House Why have island ecosystems always suﬀered such high rates of extinction? In our age, with all the world's landscapes, from Tasmania to the Amazon to Yellowstone, now being carved into island-like fragments by human activity, the implications of this question are more urgent than
ever. Over the past eight years, David Quammen has followed the threads of island biogeography on a globe-encircling journey of discovery.

100 ENDANGERED SPECIES
100 Endangered Species is a little book with a big ambition: to highlight 100 endangered species from around the world and the work being done to bring them back from the brink of extinction. It began as part of the 100-Day Project on Instagram, where the author teamed up with the People's Trust for
Endangered Species to illustrate one new species every day for 100 days. From giant anteaters to Andean bears, seahorses to sungazer lizards, it explores the incredible species that we're in danger of losing for ever, highlighting their plight and the conservation eﬀorts having a direct, positive impact
on the ground. Packed with exquisite illustrations, fascinating facts and essential maps and charts, it is both a beautiful gift and a shout-out to future generations to get involved with protecting our precious wildlife. * 100 endangered species from around the world, illustrated and described * Charts their
habitat, distribution, conservation status and threats faced * Highlights conservation eﬀorts, inviting readers to take positive action * For ages 7+

CAN WE SAVE THEM?
Charlesbridge Can we save endangered species? Yes, we can! The environment is constantly changing. People are building roads, houses, bridges, and cities. This development has damaged the natural habits of many native organisms. In this important book readers are introduced to a variety of these
endangered species. Engaging text and stunning illustrations highlight the plight of these animals and plants and suggest ways to help restore their natural environments. From the beautiful cui-ui to the Puerto Rican parrot, readers will begin to understand how each living species contributes to our
planet and how we can strive to save each of them.

THE MOST ENDANGERED ANIMALS IN THE WORLD
Capstone "Interesting facts, colorful photographs, and simple text introduce readers to the world's most endangered animals"--

ENDANGERED ANIMALS
AND HOW YOU CAN HELP
In Endangered Animals, budding naturalists travel through seven habitats--from polar regions to the rain forest and beyond--exploring the issues that aﬀect the animal kingdom's ability to survive and thrive. The book highlights more than seventy species that are struggling due to climate change,
pollution, habitat loss, and other challenges, alongside species that are thriving thanks to conservation eﬀorts. Each habitat includes fascinating facts, a search-and-ﬁnd scene, and "how you can help" tips that show children how they can make a diﬀerence.

ENDANGERED COLORING BOOK OF ENDANGERED SPECIES AROUND THE WORLD
CONCISE EDITION
Coloring book to raise awareness & inspire conservation! Hand drawn by biologist and successful coloring book artist Casey Gilmore. This coloring book features endangered species from all regions of the Earth. 15 color-able pages of beautiful and exotic animals and plants to immerse yourself in the
awe inspiring beauty of nature. All designs are single sided! 1% of all proceeds goes to Wildlife Act a conservation organization in South Africa who along with volunteers are ﬁghting to protect endangered animals.

LOST ANIMALS
EXTINCT, ENDANGERED, AND REDISCOVERED SPECIES
Smithsonian Institution Meet the incredible animals that have disappeared due to competition, mass extinctions, hunting, and human activity. Lost Animals brings back to life some of the most charismatic creatures to inhabit the planet. It captures the imagination with more than 200 incredible
photographs, artworks of fossils, and scientiﬁc drawings of charming creatures like dodos, paraceratherium (the largest land mammal), spinosaurus (the biggest carnivorous dinosaur), placeoderm ﬁshes (the sharks of their day), and more! Lost Animals is a captivating documentation of evolution and
extinction. Each chapter focuses on a speciﬁc time in Earth's history, from the Cambrian explosion (the most intense surge of evolution the world has ever experienced) to present times, with proﬁles of the key species that lived then. From long extinct animals to Lazarus species--animals that were
thought to be extinct before being rediscovered--this book takes readers on a journey through Earth's natural history, highlighting the world's biggest animal losses and its moments of conservational hope.

DK EYEWITNESS BOOKS: ANIMAL
MARVEL AT THE WONDERS OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM—FROM THE TINIEST INSECTS TO THE MIGHTY HUMPBACK WHALE
Penguin Delve into the enchanting world of animals with this book ﬁlled with breathtaking images and incredible facts. Which animal is the tallest? What's the diﬀerence between frogs and toads? Find out in Eyewitness Animal and become an animal expert. From creepy crawlies and bugs to the blue
whale, discover all about animal behavior and evolution. Study the body systems and senses of various animal groups, and explore their varied habitats and diets. There is so much to discover in this comprehensive book. Read about what it is like to be a wildlife expert and see how they study animals
in their natural habitat. Learn about animals that have been extinct for millions of years and ﬁnd out what can be done to conserve those on the verge of extinction. Find out what animals are part of diﬀerent myths and legends across cultures and why. Eyewitness reference books are now more
interactive and colorful, with new infographics, statistics, facts, and timelines. Great for projects or just for fun, learn everything you need to know about animals in this fact-ﬁlled book for kids.

ANIMAL
DK Publishing (Dorling Kindersley) Eyewitness Animal introduces readers to the exciting world of animals. This book takes a broad view of the animal kingdom, discussing animals from the tiniest insect to the mighty humpback whale, including mammals, birds, ﬁsh, reptiles, amphibians, insects, and
invertebrates. See the newest species discovered, and learn about endangered statuses, animal adaptations, and how humans impacting animals around the world.

DK EYEWITNESS BOOKS: GORILLA
DISCOVER THE WORLD OF GORILLAS AND OTHER PRIMATES—THEIR REMARKABLE INTELLIGENCE AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
Penguin Here is a spectacular and informative guide to the livesof the great apes, monkeys, and other primates. Superb color photographs of gorillas, orangutans, macaques, baboons, lemurs and numerous other primate species oﬀer a unique "eyewitness" look at some of the world''s most intelligent
animals. See a great silverback gorilla, the monkey with the biggest nose, how gibbonsswing through the trees, multicolored marmosets, and a day in the life of a gorilla family. Learn about the knuckle walk, how a tail becomes a hand, why gorillas build nests, which South American monkeys have the
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loudest call, and how orangutans got their name. Discover why mountain gorillas are endangered, how chimpanzees communicate, why ring-tailed lemurs wave their tails in the air, which monkeys can run like cheetahs and much, much more! Discover the world of gorillas and other primates their
remarkable intelligence and social behavior

EXTINCT
AN ILLUSTRATED EXPLORATION OF ANIMALS THAT HAVE DISAPPEARED
Phaidon Press A gorgeously illustrated tribute to animals that no longer live on our planet, paired with information on how we can save future species This exploration of animals that we have lost over the past century, from the California grizzly to the Persian tiger, aims to create awareness and inspire
children to act responsibly toward their environment. Each animal's story of how it came to extinction is told through graphically stunning illustrations and information packed spreads. Further scientiﬁc resources and proﬁles of animals that have been rediscovered or successfully reintroduced into the
wild empower children with the knowledge and tools necessary to aid in conservation and encourage sustainability.

SAVING ENDANGERED SPECIES
LESSONS IN WILDLIFE CONSERVATION FROM INDIANAPOLIS PRIZE WINNERS
Johns Hopkins University Press Schaller, Robert W. Shumaker, Sigourney Weaver, Patricia Chapple Wright

NATURE'S TREASURES
TALES OF MORE THAN 100 EXTRAORDINARY OBJECTS FROM NATURE
Penguin The world is ﬁlled with curious objects made by plants, animals, and even by the Earth itself. Dive into this collection of more than 100 intriguing items from the natural world and discover the stories behind them. Learn how huge whales eat tiny animals from looking at their bristly teeth, why
butterﬂies shine and glitter in the sunlight from seeing their minute wing scales, how plants transport water and food around from examining a delicate leaf skeleton, and what makes every snowﬂake unique from admiring their miniature, branching crystals of ice. Birds' eggs, a lump of coal, a glass
sponge skeleton, a cacao pod, a mermaid's purse, a fossil human footprint, an ear of corn, a pine cone, an owl pellet, and a chrysalis--all tell a story. Arranged by animal, vegetable, or mineral, objects are shown with truly stunning photography and colorful illustrations to help explain the science behind
them. The lively descriptions by best-selling nature writer Ben Hoare explore the remarkable tales behind each item and all are including the information. Snowﬂakes, Skeletons, and Scales takes you on a tour of the Earth through the things made by nature. This ebook is for every inquisitive child who
loves to spot objects when exploring outside and wants to know more about the wonderful and mysterious natural world.

THE LION'S TALE
Penguin Learn to read while getting up close to the magniﬁcent lion in this exciting new title, The Lion's Tale. Find out how a lion cub joins the pride and grows to become the king of the jungle, discover how lions in Asia and Africa are diﬀerent, and learn why we need to work to protect these
endangered animals in the wild. Amazing up-close photographs show lions playing on the plains of Africa, providing strong visual clues to build vocabulary and conﬁdence. Amazing facts encourage enthusiasm for reading. Additional information spreads build knowledge further, such as how lions have
adapted to be top hunters. There's also a fun quiz to develop reading comprehension. This book has been developed in consultation with literacy experts to help improve children's reading ability.

NATURE CONTAINED
ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORIES OF SINGAPORE
NUS Press How has Singapore's environment and location in a zone of extraordinary biodiversity inﬂuenced the economic, political, social, and intellectual history of the island since the early 19th century? What are the antecedents to Singapore's image of itself as a City in a Garden? Grounding the story
of Singapore within an understanding of its environment opens the way to an account of the past that is more than a story of trade, immigration, and nation-building. Each of the chapters in this volume focusing on topics ranging from tigers and plantations to trade in exotic animals and the greening of
the city, and written by botanists, historians, anthropologists, and naturalists examines how humans have interacted with and understood the natural environment on a small island in Southeast Asia over the past 200 years, and conversely how this environment has inﬂuenced humans. Between the
chapters are travelers' accounts and primary documents that provide eyewitness descriptions of the events examined in the text. In this regard, Nature Contained: Environmental Histories of Singapore provides new insights into the Singaporean past, and reﬂects much of the diversity, and dynamism, of
environmental history globally.

FISH
Knopf Books for Young Readers A photo essay about the natural world of ﬁsh and their importance in human life.

SALT WATER TEARS
AN EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT OF THE DOLPHIN DRIVE HUNT SLAUGHTERS OF TAIJI, JAPAN
BalboaPress In 2009, a documentary movie called The Cove focused the spotlight of world attention on the tiny coastal village of Taiji, Japan. Lauded as the birthplace of Japanese whaling, present day Taiji hosts a secretive industry of marine mammal exploitation. This diminutive town is a prinicpal
provider of captive whales and dolphins to the worlds marine parks and is responsible for the cruel slaughter of thousands of dolphins annually. Salt Water Tears is written around author Len Varleys ﬁrst-person, eyewitness journal account of events in and around Taiji in the winter of 2010. It is a story
that seeks to balance activism and marine conservation with Japanese traditional culture and introduces the reader to an enigmatic and highly intelligent sea dweller, the dolphin. Beyond this a far deeper universal notion resonates: the need for mankind to reconnect and re-harmonise with the natural
environment while addressing the pressing dual issues of conservation and sustainabilitybefore it is too late. Weaving an intriguing tale of past and present, author Len Varley tables a deeper understanding of the once deeply spiritual Japanese whaling tradition. He observes its degeneration into
present-day commercialism and greed, marred by stark acts of animal cruelty. Varley delivers a compelling expos of the Taiji dolphin drive hunts, powerfully presented against the mysterious backdrop of Japans deep spirituality and superstition, the haunting beauty of its landscape, and the gentle
humility and warmth of its people. A must read book for any activist who wants the real story behind the Japanese dolphin slaughter in Taiji. Len's account is both heartbreaking and heart-warming in equal measure. Pete Bethune - Earthrace Conservation Organisation

THE BIRD ATLAS
A PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE WORLD'S BIRDLIFE
Penguin Explore the world of birds with this highly illustrated children's atlas. Which bird migrates the farthest? How do birds ﬁnd a mate? What can we do to help endangered birds? Fully updated for its 25th anniversary, The Bird Atlas answers all these questions and more. This lavishly illustrated atlas
for children is not your average guide to birds. It takes children on a tour, continent by continent, to meet the birds of the world. Within each section, the ebook travels through diﬀerent biomes, such as mountains, deserts, and rivers; and speciﬁc regions, from the Mediterranean to the Everglades,
Galapagos, and Himalayas. The Bird Atlas includes beautiful, lifelike illustrations of birds from all over the world, with maps showing precisely where they are found. Lots of ebooks can tell you that toucans live in the Amazon rainforest, but this book shows where in the vast habitat you could spot the
species. Every continent is introduced with an overview of the ecology, climate, and landscape, and the typical and record-breaking birds that live there. The ebook also explains the anatomy of a bird, traces migration routes, and highlights endangered species, providing a complete introduction to our
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feathered friends that will fascinate every budding ornithologist.

DK EYEWITNESS GUIDES
FLAG
Dorling Kindersley Ltd Each title in the Eyewitness series is an informative, visual account of the wonders of the world around us. Illustrated with colour photographs of objects from the natural world, from specialist museums and from rare private collections, the series oﬀers a fresh approach to the
mysteries of nature, history, science, arts, crafts and pastimes.

VAQUITA
SCIENCE, POLITICS, AND CRIME IN THE SEA OF CORTEZ
Island Press In 2006, vaquita, a diminutive porpoise making its home in the Upper Gulf of California, inherited the dubious title of world's most endangered marine mammal. Vaquita have been in decline for decades, dying in illegal gillnets intended for a giant ﬁsh, totoaba. Author Brooke Bessesen takes
us to the Upper Gulf region in search of answers to a heart-wrenching dilemma. When diplomatic eﬀorts to save the porpoise failed, Bessesen followed a scientiﬁc team in a binational eﬀort to capture remaining vaquita and breed them in captivity--the only hope for their survival. In this fast-paced, soulsearing tale, she learned that there are no easy answers when extinction is proﬁtable.

MY ENCYCLOPEDIA OF VERY IMPORTANT ANIMALS
FOR LITTLE ANIMAL LOVERS WHO WANT TO KNOW EVERYTHING
Penguin A charming ﬁrst animal encyclopedia bursting with facts, perfect for little learners ages 4-7 who want to know everything about the creatures they love. From elephants to sharks to penguins, My Encyclopedia of Very Important Animals is bursting with facts about the wonderful world of animalswhat they eat, what they do, where they live, and so much more. Kids can even learn what makes an animal an animal, what makes a mammal a mammal, and what it means to be be endangered or become extinct. Animal folklore and legends are included to add cultural context and signiﬁcance.
Blending adorable, simple illustrations with rich photography and lively text, My Encyclopedia of Very Important Animals is a very important book for very important people, the perfect ﬁrst animal reference book for young readers.

AZTEC
Dorling Kindersley Ltd DK Eyewitness Aztec is a spectacular and informative guide to the rise and fall of the Aztecs, Incas, and Mayas, who built vast empires and left behind a legacy of mystery and wonder. Incredible colour photographs oﬀer your child a unique "eyewitness" view of these amazing
civilisations. Show your child how jewellery was made, and learn what kind of food the Aztecs ate, how the Incas built their homes, and how the Mayan calendar worked. Great for projects or just for fun, make sure your child learns everything they need to know about the Aztecs. Find out more and
download amazing clipart images at www.dk.com/clipart.

ECO BABY: WHERE ARE YOU KOALA?
A PLASTIC-FREE TOUCH AND FEEL BOOK
In Where are you? Koala, wander through outback and woodland to meet a world of amazing Australian animals like wombats and kangaroos. Can you ﬁnd koala's secret hiding place? Colourful illustrations provide a bold contrast to the natural cardboard pages, making this a book that will stand out on
the shelf. Bright habitats surround charming animal animals, making every page a delight. Simple text is ideal for reading aloud, or for young children just starting their reading journeys. Little readers will love running their hands along the fun corrugated cardboard elements and tracing the cut out
sections.

ANIMAL
Dorling Kindersley Ltd Delve into the enchanting world of animals with this book ﬁlled with breathtaking images and incredible facts. Which animal is the tallest? What's the diﬀerence between frogs and toads? Find out in Eyewitness Animal and become an animal expert. From creepy crawlies and bugs
to the blue whale, discover all about animal behaviour and evolution. Study the body systems and senses of various animal groups, and explore their varied habitats and diets. There is so much to discover in this comprehensive book. Read about what it is like to be a wildlife expert and see how they
study animals in their natural habitat. Learn about animals that have been extinct for millions of years and ﬁnd out what can be done to conserve those ot the verge of extinction. Find out what animals are part of diﬀerent myths and legends across cultures and why. Eyewitness reference books are now
more interactive and colourful, with new infographics, statistics, facts and timelines, plus a giant fold-out wall chart full of facts, perfect for bedrooms or classrooms. Great for projects or just for fun, learn everything you need to know about animals in this fact-ﬁlled book for kids.

GORILLA
Dorling Kindersley Ltd Despite their size and strength gorillas are generally docile animals that live in close-knit family groups and as our close relatives provide intriguing insights into our own behaviour. This collection of superb photographs brings their story vividly to life.The book features the world's
largest captive colony of lowland gorillas as well as many other primate species. Discover the secret lives of orangutans and chimpanzees how baboons have adapted to life on the African plains and spider monkeys to the rainforests of South America. See how gorillas and chimps have mastered sign
languages and how people are trying to protect our endangered primate relatives. Written by wildlife biologist Ian Redmond who has worked extensively with mountain gorillas in Rwanda Gorilla is a unique and exciting introduction to the great apes monkeys and other primitive primates.

THE NATIONAL PARKS
DISCOVER ALL 62 NATIONAL PARKS OF THE UNITED STATES!
Penguin Get your kids excited about the great outdoors! This travel guide for kids will highlight the diverse beauty and wonder of the USA's most beautiful natural spaces. From the giant redwoods of Sequoia to the geysers of Yellowstone, this educational book is a fun, child-friendly travel guide that
covers all 62 National Parks in the USA. Go on an adventure through America's iconic parks! Bright eye-catching photographs and illustrations and easy-to-read text are the perfect introductions for young nature enthusiasts. Little rangers will learn all kinds of fun facts - like Wrangell-St. Elias National
Park in Alaska is bigger than Switzerland - and more. Kids will also learn all about the diverse animals and plant life that you can ﬁnd in the USA. The educational book features special tips to ensure their visits are safe and fun. Kids will also learn how they can help keep habitats clean during their visits.
Young readers will get the inside scoop on all the activities there are to do in each National Park, including rock climbing, river rafting, skiing, horseback riding, and cycling. They will also get insider knowledge about each park, like secret caves and endangered animals to make visits extra special!
Discover the Wonders of USA's National Parks This delightful kid's book is one adventure that you don't want to miss! Go on an epic journey through America's National Parks, from the wide-open spaces of Grand Teton to the iconic Gateway Arch in downtown St. Louis. Explore the fascinating history of
all 61 parks, as well as the unique animals and plants that inhabit the vast wilderness. This kid's book is an ideal gift for young nature lovers and future adventurers! This travel guide will take you on a trip through: - All 62 of the USA's national parks from the Great Smoky Mountains on the East Coast to
the rocky deserts of Joshua Tree in the West. - The diverse ﬂora and fauna that you will ﬁnd in the USA's National Parks. - All the fun activities like rock climbing, river rafting, and more that are available in each of the parks.

WILL WE MISS THEM? ENDANGERED SPECIES
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Perfection Learning An intriguing collection containing fascinating facts about the lives and challenges of endangered species.

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED ANIMALS : WHAT ARE THEY? ANIMAL BOOKS FOR KIDS | CHILDREN'S ANIMAL BOOKS
Speedy Publishing LLC This book does more than just create the deﬁnitions of vulnerable, endangered and critically endangered animals. It also includes pictures and fun facts to make learning a lot more fun and eﬀective. The combination of age-appropriate texts and vivid images will not only attract a
child’s attention for a few minutes but will keep it until the last page has been turned. Grab a copy today!

POCKET GENIUS BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
Penguin An illustrated reference guide to the birds of North America. The ultimate guide to more than 250 of North America's feathered residents. Can American dippers stay under water for as long as half a minute? Why does the golden eagle have feathered legs while the bald eagle's legs are bare? Is
the long-legged, scrappy roadrunner truly able to run circles around a rattlesnake? Whether you are a budding bird-watcher hoping to ﬁnd species in woodlands or someone curious about the feathered visitors in your own backyard, you can look for answers to all these questions and more in this
pocket-size guide to many of the birds in North America. From the common robin to the elusive California condor, the North American continent is home to a rich variety of bird species, which number at more than 2,000. Each one is amazing in its own way, and this fact-ﬁlled bird ebook for kids ages
8-12 helps you learn about many of them. Organized clearly by the bird family, the entries in this ebook are easy to navigate. Stunning, color photographs are paired with small, bite-size chunks of information on each species, including bits on body, feeding style, habitat, range, nests, and ﬂight pattern.
Helpful stats and facts provide fun trivia on these North American birds and help you identify them. The reference pages pack in more data with lists of record breakers and endangered species. The Pocket Eyewitness series is perfect for all children, whether they are learning about birds or are amateur
bird spotters already!

ELEPHANT
Dk Pub Discusses elephants, their physiology, behavior, evolution, relatives, uses by humans, and conservation.
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